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,r# pomeroy Serves
'ollege For 42 Years

uer I'omeroy, class of 1899.
I*1 , and educated in Lewis• ^^is first position at Bates
from
te\y upon graduation
His capacity was that
in chemistry and physics,
Lisiunt
.
t year later, was added the
j instructor of botany- Tnese
seeds of a career that has
tbc
ad
yielded richly for tartya
^
ami whose roots are firmly
among the specimen botagar-agar cultures in the
, L Science building.
f a vear-s absence, during
'^he acquired a master's degree
Jit" !ar(| Dr. Pomeroy returned
* Tanu in I902 he organized and
■te=t;ie sole conductor of the deSt
.t 0; Biology. In spite of the
■ *\ courses offered by the dell
t he continued without coV^~Ki or even graduate assis
• ears: At the end of that
I
the growth of the depart[ \ a*duate assistants began to
r~" ^ne of the first belng °rman
now one of the country's
fcjnding neurologists. It was in
^ position that Prof. Sawyer too
L^ bis career here in 1913.
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'FLIGHT TO THE WEST"

Professor

Fred

Canadian Debate Trip Evidences
International Good Feeling
By Paul Quimby '42
I Dave Nichols, Charles Buck, and I students, and then a tour of the UnlF week sallied into the maritimes versity buildings. Our first plunge inf a debate with University of New to the round of social events planned
f^aswick. Although the trip rea=- lor us was a visit to the palatial resil^ed oa that Bates does not have to dence of Brigadier-General F. C.
¥** a b ick seat from anyone in in- Hill, Ret., who chatted with us for
P^-'-io-.-.al debating, it also demon awhile. When Dave crossed him viothat New Brunswick hospital- lently in one opinion, we thought our
I tlwela in the superlative ranks. diplomacy had sunk out of sight, but
I1* debate itself was of secondary strangely enough he acquired the Genptoitance to the entertainment pro- eral's good will for the rest of the
day. General Hill drove us out to the
■J lor us.
i;i
er a remarkable all-night ride military training denter where we
I* the famed "Gull" we arrived at were introduced to General Brooks,
l^erickton. New Brunswick. Thurs- the commanding officer of the entire
|*r noon. We were greeted by Lin- camp, who led us on a tour of inspecIfr Peebles, president of the Univer- tion. We were much impressed with
l*T Debate Council, and also by hun- the efficiency and extent of the war
[^s of posters advertising the de- effort, and particularly at the way
ur bleary-eyed trio w-as then everyone snapped to attention as we
Ijoed 0ver to "Jake" Jacobson, one passed through.
I "ie debaters who came to the Batos Buck Establishes
lj"!>us 'ast year, who was to be our Himself As Tea Drinker
From the camp we were driven to
I w for the duration. "Jake" whisked
to the Windsor Hotel where we the Government House in Frederickinhered our gladstones, and then ton where Lieutenant-Governor Clark
bought us on campus to eat lunch leceived us at a tea. An informal
L e Lady Beaverbrook Residence. note was struck at the occasion when
jfJ8* alongside of 75 Royal Air it was learned that His Honor's
Cadets who are studying spe- daughter knew and had gone to Aca
|S»]
dia College with Dr. Hovey. United
6 courses at the University, we
'^pressed with the casualness Ptates Consul Johnson also greeted
niid-day meal; "Jake" said he us at the tea and expressed regret
,, 'ed being unable to give us as that pressing state matters prevented
L nS experience as he had had Urn from having us to tea at h's
L 5 a meal under ten minutes at home. Charles, ordinarily a teatotaler,
„
'tes Commons, but he hoped we acquitted himself nobly in quaffing
I'OUMu .
I
near with the leisurely man- the first of his twenty-cups-of-tea[ * ot Quaint Canadians. Despite the In-two-days total — a man of depth!
!r
effort, we noticed that the food The dignitaries smiled benlgnantly on
I a" times was excellent and moie Dave's Republican political point of
* adequate.
view, and I distinguished myself
cho|
s Cro.se,
briefly when I broke a chair and at
B'
'^ier-General
the same time the solemnity of the
l&ai meal was followed by *n infor- occasion.
(Continued on page four)
\ ' buli-SeaSion with several of the
■

^

PRICE! IB CENTS

Elissa Landi Lectures
Here Monday Night

E. Pomeroy

tor Prof. Johnny Stanton, and later
he took over the job of that wellbeloved individual by conducting the
then popular bird-walks. For several
years he has been president of the
Stanton Bird Club.
A member of the Kiwanis Club, Dr.
Pomeroy has held many offices in the
organization. For some years he was
president, and is often chosen chairman of various committees. As a citzen he had the privilege of serving,
from 1917 to 1936. on the Lewiston
Police Commission, a committee of
three which was subordinate only to
the governor of the state in organizing and maintaining the Police DeEach Work
partment of this city.
I Bermuda
Interested In
[> Pomeroy did graduate work at Outdoor Life
fcrvard again in 1913-14, and at the
He has always been interested in
, time took courses in Bacteriol- the outdoors, camping, hunting, and
md Public Health at MIT. He fishing, both as a source of pleasure
0 as one of the most valuable pe- and as a means "to physical fitness.
nis of bis life the summer of 1914, He repairs often to his camp, situat|tben he had the opportunity to carry ed ideally on Pleasant Pond, in north(research work in the Harvard Bio- ern Somerset County, where the deer
al Station in Bermuda. Here he are numerous and the trout run
$ a significant collection of ma- THAT big.
le specimens, many of which may
Dr. Pomeroy's vocation is still his
,seen in the Carnegie building to- favorite avocation and he gains his
greatest pleasure from heading younghe department continued to grow sters strait'*, after graduation. Perfrom time to time added new haps a glance at the records of the
Lsrses. Dr. Pomeroy received in 1925 Biology majors of the past two years
[honorary D.Sc. degree from Hills- best shows his success in doing that.
lile. and in 1926 again took a leave Of the twenty-nine graduates, ten are
If absence in order to do graduate now in medical school, sixteen are do|nrk, this time in Columbia Univer- ing graduate work in biology, one boy
Upon his return he took up is doing scientific defense work, one
Lain the reins of the position he girl is married, and one boy is in the
■as held ever sincearmy. The excellent preparaton given
krved As
here has resulted in many of the graduates of past years becoming brillean Of Men
I Both within and outside of the liantly prominent in the scientific
fie has held many positions world, and their success has given the
tei? his years here. As a member department a reputation that makes
'-c faculty he served for five years the path easier for new "lab rats".
liiDean of Men. He was on the ath- Dr. H. Neal, head of the Tufts BiollUc committee that was responsible ogy department once said, "There is
W Bates being one of the first col-1 no college in America that has sent
hits to put into practice the plan of so many students into graduate work
piling year-round coaches who in Biology as Bates". The statement
pre qualified by character and edu- was surprising to Dr. Pomeroy, and
|&onal training to become regular particularly gratifying to the man
mbers of the faculty, thereby whose idea in 1902 resulted in bringsing the standards of coaching. His ing happiness and success to so
►ft interest in birds developed un- many.
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Stage, Screen Star
Second In Series
Has Appeared With
March ,,Coleman,
Lionel Baxrymore
Director Lavinia Schaeffer exhorts her charges into action. The result:
Dr. Walther (Ralph Tuller) attempts to look ominous, as Louise Frayne
(Dorothy Matlack) tells him a thing or three. Meanwhile, Colonel Gage
(James Scharfenberg), Charles Nathan (John Marsh), Frau Rosenthal (Dorothy Mathews), and Hope Nathan (Annie Momna) are busy reacting.
Scene is a trans-atlantic clipper.
(Camera Club Photo)

Robinson Group Offers
Modern War-Play
Reveals Drama In
Conflict Between
Two Philosophies
With Elmer Rice's "Flight to the
West", the Robinson Players bring
to campus on December 11 and 12
the most contemporary of their presentations. A modern war-play, "Flight
to the West" is newly released for
amateur production and has Just completed a successful Broadway run,
where it was viewed by several members of the college faculty.
The cast includes Annie Momna '12
as Hope Nathan; John Marsh '43,
Charles Nathan; Eleanor Davis '42,
Marie Dlckenson; Ralph Tuller "42,
Hermann Walther; James Scharfenberg '42, Colonel Archibald Gage;
Dorothy Mathews '42, Fran Rosenthai: David Sawyer '43, Mr. Ingraham; Dorothy Matlack '42, Louise
Frayne; Albert St, Denis '44, Count
Vronoff; Muriel Entress '44, Lisette
Dickenson; George Antunes '43, Captain McNab; Howe Morris '45, Ban
ning; Romeo Baker '45, Gus; Bruce
Park '44, Tom; Elbert Smith '44, Captain Hawkes; Richard Horton '42,
Mr. Dickenson.
The New York Times' critic.
Brooks Atkinson, acclaims "Flight to
the West" as "the most absorbing
American drama of the season", for
it presents with passion and thought
the basic struggle between two ways
of living. The coldly reasoned authoritarianism of Nazi Dr. Walther
who states, "In the struggle for existence, the strong must conquer the
weak", makes ace newswoman Louise
Frayne exclaim, "That's the philosophy of gangsterism". On the side of
representative government, Mr. Ingraham, political economist, denies that
our system does not work. What is
needed is not less but more democracy.
Scene In
Clipper Plane
Flying westward from Lisbon, Portugal, and a Europe torn by physical
conflict over these issues, a PanAmerican
Airways
transatlantic
clipper carries as passengers people who have felt and are feeling
the same struggle, both mentally and
physically.
By July, 1940, Paris had been bombed, and war's terrors experienced by
milltons. Marie Dickenson's husband
had been blinded, her son killed, her
daughter crippled, her home destroyed, and her baby born near a refugeepacked roadside. Her hatred demands
active revenge. Frau Rosenthal, an
older Jewess, has seen and suffered
the insults given her race, and she
feels intense pity for the suffering ot"
the little children, distrust of the
blindness of the "do-business-withHitler" Colonel Gage, and fear of the
imperturbable suavity of the German Walther.
But the full emotional and Intellectual impact of the world situation hits
the audience when it touches Hope
and Charles Nathan. Charles, barely
conscious of his statns as a Jew,
(Continued on P'9» *°ur)

Varsity Trio Meets
Yale Debaters Fri.
David Nichols '42, Robert Macfarlane '44, and Freeman Rawson '43 go
to New Haven, Conn., Friday, to meet
a Yale University team in the first
decision debate on the Bates schedule this year.
Speaking in that order, and with
Nichols presenting the only rebuttal
of the Oxford style debate, they will
uphold the affirmative of the proposition: "Resolved, that every ablebodied male citizen in the United
States should be required to have one
year of full-time military training before attaining the present draft age".
The Bates men will be dinner guests
at Jonathon Edwards College on the
Yale campus and will go to the Political Union House for the debate at
eight o'clock.
This month marks the twenty-first
anniversary of the first meeting between the two institutions. Intervening years have seen' fourteen BatesYale debates witn a large majority
of the decisions going to Bates. Two
years ago at New Haven Yale men
were 2-1 victors over Patrick Har
rington n'42, Sumner Levin n'42, and
Ira Nahlkian '40, while last Decem
ber Harrington, Levin, and Rawson
won a unanimous decision from a
Yale team here.

OC Offers Hop Ticket
To Theme-Suggester
In an effort to discover the
most practical, most unusual, and
most attractive theme for this
year's Winter Carnival, the Carnival Committee is sponsoring a
gala contest, for which the first
(and only) prize will be a free
ticket to the Carnival Hop.
Students with ideas should
pass in their suggestions to Betty
Moore or Jack Lloyd. The theme,
they remind contestants, should
be broad enough to apply to all
activities of the Carnival.

Freshmen Nominate
Officers Next Tuesday
Preliminary nominations for freshman class officers and Student Council representative' will be held in
Chapel, Tuesday, Dec. 9.
At this meeting nominations for the
five positions: president, vice-president, secretary, treasurer and council
representative, will be taken from the
floor. Three candidates are to be
nominated for each office at that
time.
On Friday, Dec. 12, there will be
nominations by ballot. On this ballot,
votes may be cast for the pre-nominated candidates or for students
whose names are not on the ballot.
The two persons receiving the highest number of votes for each position
then will have their names entered
on the final ballots.
Final election, by ballot will take
place in Chapel, Tuesday, Dec. 16.

Elissa Landi Addresses Varsity Club Initiates
Stu-G Banquet Monday Members Next Week
The committee for the Student
Government banquet which Is to be
held Dec. 8 at 6:15 In Fiske dining
hall, announces that the guest speaker will be Elissa Landi, star of stage
and screen.
Music for the banquet will be furnished by Jean Graham '45 and Paul
ine Beal '45. Guests include Dr. and
Mrs. Clifton D. Gray, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Rowe, Mr. and Mrs. Brooks
Quimby, and Mr. and Mrs. August
Buschmann.
Those on the committee
garet Soper '43, chairman,
ten '42, Patricia Peterson
Cornelius '44 and Priscilla

are: MarIrene Pat'43, Lucy
Crane '45.

Cue, Paddle, Pin Wizards
Tone Up For Tournaments
The Bumping Board Tournaments,
sponsored by the Chase Hall Committee, and which include bowling, pock
et billiards and ping-pong, will be
run from Dec. 8 to the start of vacation. Those interested should sign
up on the sheets which will be posted
at the College Store from this Wednesday to this Saturday.
Rules of the games will be posted
on Bumping Boards in the different
game rooms before the tournament
starts. These toornaments are the
semi-finals for the championships
that will be run off later this year.

"Who's Who" Book
Lists 13 Seniors
Eight men and five women have
been chosen to represent the college
in this yar's edition of the annual
publication, "Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and
Colleges".
The women selected are Virginia
Day, Dorothy Mathews, Elizabeth
.Moore. Alice Turner, and Jane Wood
bury. The men are John Donovan.
John James, John Lloyd, Irving Mabee, David Nichols, David Nickerson,
Paul Quimby. and Ralph Tuller.
The "WWASAUC" has been published each year since 1934. Approxl
mateily 5000 leading students are selected from some 550 colleges and
universities throughout the country,
and the result is a cross-section of
the nation's campus leaders. The book
will be available to students for 13.95,
and an engraved key or locket, symbolizing the honor, can be obtained
also.
Those selected are hot, however,
charged anything for the privilege of
having their names and biographical
material included in the publication.
They are asked to submit lists of
their college activities, .but no obligation is thereby imposed on them.
The thirteen selections were made
by a committee of faculyt, admin'
istration, and Student Governmep'
members.

Lambda Alpha Plans
Annual Tea Dance

Lambda Alpha will have its annual
Tea Dance Friday, Dec 12. Ninety
couples are allowed to attend. The
John Sigsbee '42, president of the dance wiU begin at 3:45, and last to
Varsity Club, has announced that the 6:15.
date for initiations to the organizaThe theme this year will be Christtion has been set for Tuesday apd
mas,
with decorations in red and
Wednesday of next week. The committee in charge of all ceremonies white. Miss Mabel Eaton and Miss
connected with the initiations is Hazel M. Clark will pour. Mr. and
made up of the following members of Mrs. Harry Rowe, President and Mrs.
the Varsity Club: Irving Mabee '42, Gray, Mr. and Mrs. W. Denham SutCarlton Joselyn '43, and Harold cliffe, and Dr. and Mrs. Wright are
the invited guests.
Walker "43.
Each Initiate will be placed in the
The committee consists ot Chair
care of some present member whose man Mary Bartlett '42, Barbara Mcwhimsies will dictate the costume Gee '42, Martha LIttlefield '43, Bar
and the actions of his charge. Array- bara Boothby '44, Barbara Cox '45,
ed according to the sport in which and Miss Marjorie Buck, advisor.
they have won their letter, the new
members will roam, unbridled, about
the campus. From 1:00 to 1:30 on
both days, however, they will be herd- Saiving, Hadley Debate
ed together on the steps of Hathorn Mount Holyoke Team
Hall for the presentation of several
Last Friday evening at 8:00 o'clock
appropriate skits.
in the Little Theatre Valerie Saiving
On Wednesday evening, in the gym, '43 and Honorine Hadley '42 engaged
there will be a private initiation, Ann Oehm '42 and Betty Brendllnger
immediately followed by an informal '42 of Mt. Holyoke College In a demeeting of the entire club.
bate concerning Compulsory Mintary
Training. The Bates coeds took the
affirmative using the Oregon style of
Stu-G Sponsors Coffee
debate. Valerie Saiving acted as lawyer, and Honorine'Hadley as witness.
For Freshman Coeds
Next Sunday, a freshman coffee will There was no decision.
be given in {fie Women's Union by
Preceding the debate a formal dinthe Student Government. Natalie ner was held in the Women's Union
Webber '42 is in charge, and Phyllis at which Dean Hazel Clark presided.
Chase '44, Virginia Hunt '44, and The guests included Professor and
Marcla Schaefer '44 will serve. Flor- Mrs. Quimby, and Miss Lillian Bean
ence Skinner '44 will be the pianist. '25, coach of the Mt. Holyoke girls.

Elissa Landi, famous stage and
screen actress, and the second lecturer to appear in this year's George
Colby Chase Lecture Series, will
speak in the Chapel next Monday
night at 8 o'clock, on the subject,
"The Difference Between Stage and
Screen Acting".
Although more or less inactive in
the field of acting at the present. Miss
Land! has a long career in the theatrical profession upon which to base
her opinions. Born of rather wealthy
parents, she traveled extensively in
her early childhood throughout Europe. Her first stage appearance was
made as a member of the Oxford
Players Repetory Group when, without previous stage experience, she
look the title role In C. K. Munro'e
play, "Storm". Then came the role
of Katherlne in the stage production
of "Farewell to Arms" and her success In this production was so great
that Hollywood immediately sought
her services.
Altogether Miss Landi has played
in some thirty film productions. She
was co-starred with Frederic March
in "The Sign of the Cross", with
Ronald Coleman in "The Maaquerador", and with Lionel Barrymore in
"The Yellow Ticket". Among her
more recent stage successes have
been "Tapestry in Gray" and "The
Lady Hae a Heart".
Miss Landi now spends most of her
time writing and lecturing. She Is the
author of six books, the latest ot
which is "Women and Peter", published last month. She has a country
house and a farm of 123 acres overlooking the Escopes River In up-state
New York and prefers to spend ber
time there when she Is not on lecture
tours. During this past summer, however, she played in summer stock and
during the previous season she took
the leading role In her own play.
"Rebellion In Shadow".
Despite her comparative inactivity
in the theatrical field in recent years.
Miss Landi has kept abreast of the
changes that have taken place in
both the movie and stage Industry
and is well qualified to speak on her
subject Admission to the lecture will,
as usuaj, be free to the students.

Anti-Trust Expert Opens
Business Lecture Series
The first in a series of lectures being given to students of the Econom
ics. Sociology and Government departments on pertinent business
problems and questions by business
experts was conducted last Wednesday afternoon in the Faculty Room
in Roger Williams HalL The speaker
was Mr. Corwin Edwards, chairman
of the Policy Commission ot the
Anti-Trust Division of the U. S. Department of Justice, and "trusts
buster" Thurman Arnold's right hand
man.
The topic of Mr" Edwards' talk was
the proposal to place labor unions
under the Anti-Trust laws. He explained how unions restrained trade
and listed live methods of unreasonable restraints and gave explicit examples of each method. The conclusion arrived at by Mr. Edwards was
that these restraints were wrong and
decidedly not beneficial to the public
He therefore proposed that the AntiTrust laws be amended so that the
unions could be prosecuted under
them.
The number of lectures In the series will be about five or six, but no
definite times and dates can be set
for them. They will be given whenever it is possible for these business
experts, some of whom will probably
be government officials, to be present at the college.

V).-v
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TWO

CHAPEL QUOTES
Professor Kendall
Wednesday, Nov. 26
Using as a bad example a recent
graduate who considered the letter
written to her in response to her request for aid in securing work 'drivel',
(POUNDED IN 1S73)
Professor Kendall emphasized the
fact that we must take a realistic
(Student Office - Tel. 3782-J)
(The Auburn New* . Tel. 3010)
approach to the problem of work. The
EDITOR
i .
— (Tel. *3397)
RALPH F. TULLER '42 main reason of most of us for coming
to college Is to be able to secure
MANAGING EDITOR
(Tel. 8-3398)
JOHN C. DONOVAN '42 work, and most of us are ordinary
Assistants: George Hammond '43, Elia Santilli '43, Marie liad cliff e '44,
people with no great talent or ability.
Evelyn Marsden '44, Nina Leonard '44, Bradley Dearborn '44, Kita Silvia
Therefore, we must not ask too high
'44, Nancy Lord '45, Patricia Crane '45, Marjorie Gregoire '46.
a salary and must go where we are
(Tel. 84121)
NORMAN J. BOY AN '43 asked to go. His advice is, "Know
NEWS EDITOR
your market, and know yourself".
Staff: Robert Archibald '43, Robert McNeil '43, Larry Bram '44, William
Friday, Nov. "28 "
Crean '44, Francis Gingras '44, Donald Roberts '44, Michael TouloumtAlbert James Brace told of thrillzis '44, John Ackernian '45, Vaughan .Hathaway '46, Wenveli James '45.
ing moments in his work In China.
Forensics: David Nichols '42.
Once he heard Chiang Chl-Shek say
8PORTS EDITOR
(Tel. 8-3364)
JACK STAHLBERQER '43 that the Bible fs greater than the
Chinese Classics because it contains
Staff: John Kobrock '44, Tod Gibson '44, William Crean '44, Vaino Saari
all the truths of the Classics and a
'44, George Hammond '43, Carl Monk '43, Phil Goodrich '44, Michael » great plus In the New Testament, for
Touioumuis '44, James Scharienberg '42.
Jesus not only told, but lived hi?
WOMEN'S EDITOR
(Tel. 3206)
RUTH J. STEVEN8 '42 teachings. Another time he heard
Reporters: Gladys Bickmore '42, Thera Bushnell '42, Dorothy Foster '42, Madame Chi-Shek explain how she
can pray for her enemies and for God
Dorothy Frost '42, Helen Martin '42, Barbara Moore '42, Irene Patten
to make His will known to her, re'42, Harriet Gray '43, Phyllis Hicks '43, Elia Santilli '43, Madeline Butvealing her belief in the old Chinese
ler '44, Eleanor Darling '44, Bradley Dearborn '44, Virginia Hunt '44,
proverb, "When it is dark enough,
Nina Leonard '44, Evelyn Marsden '44, Marie Radcliff '44, Rita Silvia '44,
I be stars will appear".
Virginia Simons '44, Ruth Sjnan '44, Frances Walker '44, Patricia
Thursday, Nov. 27
Crane '45, Nancy Lord '44, Jean MacKinnon '45, Marjorie Uregolre '45.
Dr. Thomas believes that to do our
News Commentary: Dorothy Foster '42, Gladys Bickmore '42, Harriet
best in every situation to do all we
Gray '43, Elia Santilli '43.
can to help the other fellow is the
WAA News: Martha Littlefield "43.
essence of democracy, and that If we
BUSINESS MANAGER
— (Tel. 8-3398) _ CHANDLER BALDWIN '42 believe in democracy, we should do
our own small part. "In common evADVERT.'SJKQ MANAGER ___ fTef. 4V3398) _ GEORGE CHALETZKY '42
eryday English, I suppose we'd say,
CIRCULATION MANAGER
(Tel. 3952-J)
JOSEPH HOWARD '42 'Put up, or shut up'."
David Nickerson
Staff: Howard Baker '43, Stephen Bartlett '44, Richard Becker '43, Daniel
Saturday, Nov. 29
Boothby '44, Albert Geller '45, Robert Goodspeed '44, Betty Haslam '45,
Wittily telling about those people
David Kellsey '44, Bonnie Laird '44, Barbara Littlefleld '45, Anne Locke
who
are not here for what Bates con"44, Richard Love '45, Arnold Leavitt '43, Paul MuUiearn '45, Harold
siders its objectives for a liberal edSparks '44, Jerome White '46, Donald Smart '44.
ucation, Nickerson outlined the way
to study In order to obtain no objec■ EPRESENTCU FOR pWIKMUU. A.JV-J' I-.-NO BY
tive. The method required procrastiPublished weekly during the college National Advertising Service, Inc. nation, radios, make-up kits, movies,
College Publishers Kepresentalhit
year by the Students of Bates College 420 MADISON AVE.
candy, dime novels, and allergy to the
NEW YORK. N. Y.
CHICAGO • BOGtOR • LOt ANGELES • S*H FNABC1SCO
library. However, he quoted:
"The lower down your course is.
The upper path's the steeper".
Entered as second-class matter at
Member
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Campus Camera

Town Girls'Club Promote
Spirit Of College Life
By Rita Silvia '44

Professor Stanton. better know-, to
as "Uncle Johnny", is a colorfu
fgure among the many editions of
which we may well be proud And it
was Uncle Johnny, sympathetic to
the needs of everyone, who realized
as early as 1903 the benefits of a
room for "our young women' in "athorn HalL
Library Removed
From Hathorn
A year earlier than this, in 1902,
Professor Chase mentions in the annual President's Report, the removal
of the library from Hathorn to the
new building, Coram Library, making
tbis room available for a waiting
room.
It was not, however, until 1919 that
there is any evidence of its being
primarily concerned with girls living
off campus. At this time there appears to have been a Town Committee, which worked with others to renovate the room, and represented town
girls In Stu-G.
Lambda Alpha, as it Is known today,
dates back to the morning of Nov. 20,
1924, when a meetiMg of "the new organization was held in chapel, during
the conference hour. Betty Jordan
(now Mrs. Rupert Packard of Auburn) presided at the meeting, and
Catherine Lawton (Mrs. Harlowe of
Clinton, Mass.) was elected first president.
Through the generosity of the
Alumnae Club of Portland, of Mrs.
Scott Wilson of Portland, and of Mrs.
Edwin Pierce of Lewiston, and
through aid from the college, the organization rapidly rose as a unified
group, witn the purpose of encouraging girls living off-campus to realize
the opportunities of college life more
fully.
U3

WteN avK DEVINE
OF OREGON STATE SM
THE OREGON KICKER
DRop BACK TO PUNT
HE HOISTED A TEAMMUTE ON HIS .SHOULDERS
JUST AS THE BALL
LEFT THE KICKERS
TOE, ENABLING HIS
BM. TO BLOCK THE
KICK..' ALTHOUGH
THERE IS NO RULE
AGAINST IT, THIS IS"
THEONLYIfMSTAMCEOM
RECORD OF THE PLAY-

.SUPREME COURT
JUSTICE
HARLAN F

STONE

W&S EXPELLED'
FROM MAST. ST.
COLLEGE FOR
ALLftEDlY WITTIM&
A PROFESSOR.' HE
ENROLLED AT AMHEBST
WHERE HE BECAME THE MOST
yoijLAR MAN OM THE CAMPUf.

N FORTY YEARS' AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS' DR.
HARPER HAS ALWAYS WORM A
RED BOW TIE. THE SAME TYPE
OF SVOES AND CARRIED AN
UMBRELLA/

FROM THE NEWS
By DOROTHY FOSTER '42
JAPAN AND
UNITED STATE8

Sir Alan Gordan Cunningham drove
into Libya, bearing out the campaign
of cutting up the Nazi forces. This
same leader, Lieut-Gen. Cunningham,
last week also captured the last
stronghold of what has been Italian
East Africa, after a siege begun last
spring. This was the mountain city of
Gondar, one-time capital of Ethiopia.
With the surrender of the garrison
of 15,000, came the release of many
of the besiegers for duty elsewhere.

fnow a teacher at Walton
Auburn) as Senorita ' Madriien,,001'
resenting Lambda Alpha. °S'
In 1937. because of a new
j
requiring student organizau0
have fatjulty advisors, M^ "*
Eaton kindly consented to j^?"
Job of advising the group, j,/*
vice to the group tot the PJ
years has been invaluable, Si^ '
new duties prevent her from ,_.
uing in her capacity as advu„rT
year Miss Marjorie Buck h.,,'
ed her.
Fosters Interest in
Extra-Curricula Activities

From 1924 to the present
Lambda Alpha has seen
progression in the fostering 0f
est among the members in
curricula activities, in offering
stitute for dormitory life, and ,.
couraging friendship among tie men
bers.
The aim is to encourage friendjw
not only among the members
selves, but also between girls livi]
\n the dormitories and the memb
The administration furthers this
by allowing each 'town girl to
one night at a dorm.
The activities of Lambda Alpha ai|
many and varied. Once a month
holds a supper meeting at the \vj
men's Union, and throughout the yes
cabin parties and opon-house pr]
grams at the Union are featured. I
is represented on the Stu-G, and hold
weekly Council meetings, A mother!
tea Is always held in May, as the 1
social activity of the group.
Tea Dance Most Important

After two conferences with PresiSocial Function
dent Roosevelt and four with Secre
Perhaps most important of the i
tary Hull last week. Saburo Kurusu.
cial functions is the annual ~i
special Japanese Foreign Office en
Dance, which has a special place i
Stunt Night
voy, and Ambassador Nomura, would
the college social calendar. This
To Raise Money
tell little more of the progress of neOn Jan. 8. 1926, Lamba Alpha held fair is always held before Christn
gotiations than that they were stlU
a stunt night the purpose of which and is anticipated by the entire i
in progress. It was conjectured that
was to obtain the sum of fifty dollars pus. This year is no exception. I'ndl
the Post Office, Lewlston, Maine
directly opposite demands were being
CLUB NOTES
Rssocided Cblle&de Press
from the college, If an equal sum the able leadership of Mary Bartlej
The following girls were received made: from Japan, that American
Distributor of
could be raised by the club. Each '42, everyone can expect the usu
Subscription
as new members in the WAA. Bas sanctions be lifted, that she be aldorm
participated, with Betty Jordan good time which is traditional
l3fc Cblle&iateDitfest
$2.60 per year In advance
ketball Club at the meeting on Tues- lowed to expand south and that her
as Prudence Prim, and Audrey Estes Lambda Alpha tea dances.
day, Nov. 25: Helen Laird '44, Vir- position in China be accepted; and ANTI-COMINTERN
ginia Stockman '44, Athanasia Rlzou- from the United States, insistence on PACT
lis '44, Doris Williams '45, Ruthanna Japan's termination of southward
Last week in Berlin, delegates of
Senator Gerald P. Nye's visit to Lewiston last Thursday was Stone '45, Jean Phelps '45, Elizabeth expansion, cooperation with Germany eleven European" and two Asiatic
and
I
and
seeking
to
secure
and
keep
any
Jewell
'45,
Ruth
Howard
"45,
apparently the spark needed to touch off one of the milder expuppet states signed a five-year repermanent position in China.
Mary Hamlin '45.
plosions which sputter across the Bates campus each year. The Thomas Howarth '42 presided at a
newal of the Anti-Comintern pact.
By Mervin Alembik '44
particular disturbance which is now making its annual appearance discussion at the Politics Club meet- The greatest railroad Juncture of Ostensibly the pact is one which
Though this is a remarkable
is labeled variously, "Free Speech at Bates," "Censorship in ing on Nov. 25. The discussion was the Soviet Union, and the capital of pledges mutual assistance In keeping Some time ago, sitting on a bench by itself it would not be so outstam
that beleaguered nation, Moscow, was down Communism, but many point along Riverside Drive in New York
Chapel," or "Why Don't They Let Us Hear Both Sides of the Ques- on labor's right to strike and the sUll resisting its attacker last week,
out that it is In actuality propaganda, City, I happened to glance up and ing if it weren't that most of tl|
right of the government to forbid
tion, Anyway?"
as the German army employed Its meant to divide the world into two down the Hudson River from the European humanitarian organlzatioi
strikes by special legislation. George
have their headquarters in Sieltzej
As a matter of fact, no one has offered any specific proof that Antunes '43 presented public opinion strategy of going arounS the object hostile camps on the Communist doc- Ford plant in New Jersey to the low- land. It is through Switzerland *
er
Manhattan.
Since
it
was
Sunday
I
our Chapel services have ever tended to be unfair or prejudiced. on the matter, Dr. John A. Rademak- of resistance, Isolating It and other trine. Von Rlbbentrop termed Presi- was surprised to see a rather heavy exchange of prisoners is made
strong centers, instead of attempting
But that impression still exists. When Senator Nye came to Lew- er, that of the government, Mr. Rob- frontal attack. This method is the dent Roosevelt "Warmonger Number freighter sailing up the river. I was where any mail for war prisoners l
in an address before the deleiston, several students immediately deplored the fact that no pres- ert A. Winters, that of the employees, usual one carried out by the Nazis, One"
fowarded to the right place, thanks t
gates,
and stated that Europe was even more surprised to see a Swiss
sure was being brought on the administration to arrange a Nye and Norman Johnson '43, that of the and has met with some success in prepared for thirty years more of the flag flying from the mast and "Swit- the Red Cross. Together with tlj
employers. Open forum followed.
zerland" in large white letters on its I'nited States, Switzerland helps I
Chapel speech. They repeated once more the old and unfounded be- Spofford Club held a cabin party at many of this war's conflicts. Outside war.
Moscow,
there
Is
offered
the
Russians
sides. Since Switzerland Is only about little children of unoccupied Frauc^
lief that certain opinions are being suppressed on this campus.
'fhorncrag on Friday night. After a
In Chile last week, the president of as large as Maine, is surrounded on Every two months, a trainload of 1
little natural protection from such
Of course, to point out that an alleged evil is a yearly discus- supper and games the following new tactics, because the country Is so the first Popular 'Front government every side by larger, more powerful tie French children who are either'
sion topic, is not to prove that the whole controversy is senseless. members were Initiated: Ralph Tuller rolling. But the city itself can defend in the Western Hemisphere, Pedro nations and has no access to the Jured or war orphans, arrrH
'42, Dorothy Foster '42, Durant
But the same clamor from successive student generations would Brown '42, Dante Posella '44, Marie street by street, from her circling Agulrre Cerda, died. President Cerds ocean, I think my feeling of surprise from France. These children
had been elected by a leftist coaliupon seeing this merchant ship was taken care of by some charity on
seem to indicate that the administration must have at least some Radcliffe '44, Elbert Smith '44, Sam- boulevards.
tion, and his administration had been
{Justified.
However, a bit of thought- ization for the duration of tne
support for its position. Those in charge of Chapel programs and uel Poor '44, and Harold HurwIU '45.
one of steering a middle course in
ful
research
reveals that this freight- When the Vichy government sus
of general college policy are not anxious to arouse student anta- William Worthy '42, also a new memdomestic affairs. Abroad, he had been
er
was
Just
one manifestation of a ed premisslon for refugees to
gonism; if enough people tell them that they ore all wet, they will ber, was not present. Dr. and Mrs. SPLIT AXI8
a professed admirer of President
small
free
European
country playing France from Switzerland. the '•
Roosevelt and an advocate of hemis
eventually try to make some effort to dry themselves out. If they Edwin M. Wright and Mr. and Mrs. AFRICAN ARMY
a vital role in the eventful, contem- federal government notJfl*
W. D. Sutcllffe were chaperones.
think that Chapel speakers are biased or one-sided, they should On Tuesday evening, Nov. 25, the Tobruk, the point In North Africa pheric solidarity.
French legation Sfcat If «• *•»
porary world.
at which the British have been bathours
this decision were not rer*1*
try to get other speakers to present the opposite viewpoints.
German Club held a meeting at the
Switzerland, along with Spain, Por- Switzerland would close its wJ)\
tling so doggedly since last April,
tugal, and Sweden is one of the few to the next trainload o: little H
Why then, wasn't Senator Nye invited to the Chapel platform? home of Dr. A. N. Leonard with Ther- last week succeeded In establishing
esa Begin '42 In charge of the proEuropean countries which has re- gees. Vichy aUowed the refugee*
Because, in the first place, last Friday's program had been arrang- gram. Charles Buck '42 reported on contact with the main British army, u. s. TROOPS
IN GUIANA
mained neutral. If I might add free pass its territory and since then
ed considerably in advance, and it was hardly .the thing to do to "Berlin Diary" by William L. Shlrer and simultaneously split an Axis
and unviolated, Switzerland and Por- made no more difficulties.
army.
United
States
troops
landed
last
ask the scheduled speaker to step aside. In the second place, and and Ruth Jache, on "Berlin Embassy"
tugal are the only ones. Switzerland
week
in
the
Netherlands
colony
of
more to the point, the Senator's appearance in the Bates Chapel by William Russell. Professor Busch- From the Egyptian border, further Dutch Guiana, such action being has three borders, with Germany, For quite awhile before the
would signify to the general public that this college backed the mann led the group in singing the British advances and victories were sanctioned by Washington and the ex- Italy, and with France, some of which started, Switzerland had accumul*
large food provisions and as her i
club songs.
forthcoming as Lieutenant-General
views of the organization which financed his trip to Lewiston.
iled Netherlands Government in Lon- is with unoccupied France. However, is rather unfertile, her P**16^
don. There they are to guard the Switzerland is a happy, free, and now cultivating potatoes and o
In reality, of course, no such meaning ought to be derived from
plentiful country where people talk
any Chapel speech. We ought to be allowed to hear anyone from a But, minor mistakes and all, the administration is the professional mines, which provide 60 per cent of at ease, where the communist and vegetables on what used to mbe
this country's bauxite needs. It also
Communist to a Hitlerite. But, rightly or wrongly, this silly and body for policy making. We students are only the loud-mouthed marks another base for defense of national socialist parties have been links. If the men receive no
the women help » P°
unreasonable fact stares us in the face: during every Chapel ser- amateurs. Before we raucously demand this, that, and the other, Panama Canal, South Atlantic ship- abolished. From its four and a half furlough,
l
he fields. Swiss people. >*'
vice we are putting ourselves on public exhibition. When the Bos- we had better be sure that we see the problem from all angles.
ping lanes and Brazil, as well as million citizens, Switzerland has es- French, eat a great amount or
serve as a warning to Japan to stay tablished an army of 700,000 men. and since the country Produce
ton papers hear that a Communist or a Hitlerite or an American
tM
Each male between the ages of 16 to
out of the Netherlands East Indies.
Firster spoke in the Bates College Chapel, the immediate and inlittle corn—only for si* a* „
65 years has his own gun at home
evitable impression is given that this College supports the ideas of
Legislation to control Inflation was whenever he is not In the active year—it has to take the res' ^
reserves. Switzerland *
underway
last week In the capital,
the speaker.
. .„i resouiv
army. There Is a permanent mobiliza- poor country in mine""
with the House voting down a bill
tion.
Anti-aircraft
batteries
as
well
as
lett
It's all very foolish, but unfortunately it's also the truth.
Now that we've bawled ourselves out, we'd like to send a very for all-over control of prices. Friday,
squadrons of fighting planes take Im- hydro-electric energy is P
mild protest in the opposite direction. In one of last week's Chapel a price bill passed the House, one pro- mediate and effective action when a Trades With
The situation might have been considerably different if SenaMany Countries
viding for appointment of a price adJDK
tor Nye had not been brought to Lewiston under the auspices of talks, we were told something we had already begun to suspect— ministrator, a five-man board to re- plane, whether it be German, Italian Switzerland trades *& aS n
or British, flies over any" part of its
the America First Committee. He came to this city not as the that a college diploma isn't an automatic passport into the realm of view his actions and overrule them territory. The warring nations do not countries as possible; she na ^J
order to subsist. Until Russia .1
if
they
see
fit,
and
price
ceilings
to
distinguished Senator from Nebraska, but as the representative $10,000 per year jobs. But aren't we justified in objecting a little
violate her neutrality often.
vaded, she traded with S*l^ J
be
set
on
those
commodities
which
of a propaganda group. As a leading Congressman, he should cer- to the attitude of the Placement Service, at least as implied by the
Steers Clear Of
giving her oil and corn in
the
administrator
fears
will
be
threatainly have been invited to the College; as a news-worthy propa- speaker? He seemed to say, in effect, that the Placement Service tened by Inflation.
From Involvement
for precision instruments
gandist, he was potential dynamite.
German}'. 6*
would wash its hands of us unless we accepted without question On the question of strikes. Con- Switzerland has been free since land trades with Germai
1292. It l8 a confederation somewhat exchange for anything s he get* '
To draw these distinctions for the vague purpose of maintain- whatever job was first offered to us.
gress appeared ready to enact on the like the United States that grew with cision instruments, of fbich
ing the good name of the school, may very well seem an example
Of course we should recognize our own limitations, and of question proving so troublous to the the centuries to form a completely Swiss are skilled producers.
of wishy-washy fright over "what people might think." But after course we shouldn't demand a soft job in the old home town. We defense effort. "Middle-of-the-road" unified state in 1815. Since then, Freighters flying the Swiss
measures were advocated by House
all, the prime function of the administrative officers is to adopt
thanks to her absolute neutrality and from either Trieste, Italy, or
the general college policy which seems to them most likely to en- cannot but feel, however, that we are hardly receiving full returns Labor Committee and the Senate Ju- thanks to her people who decided to Portugal. These ships were
Greece
hance Bates prestige. Undoubtedly, they make mistakes in the for- on our two dollar fee unless a conscientious effort is made to se- diciary Committee. The War Depart- keep her liberties, this country has by the government from county
ment reported the smallest number of seen World War I
pa88, and now
mulation of this policy. Personal opinion of those in charge, for ex- cure a position which is at least partially in line with the judgment strikes since the beginning of the
with
the
present
war
raging,
has man- were crushed. -.irlUerland "Pf*
ample, may too often affect the-general tone of Chapel programs. we make of our own capabilities and desires.
four)
armament program.
(Continued on page
aged to keep away from Involvement.

Senator Nye And Free Speech

Switzerland Remains Free,
Prosperous In Spite Of Wax

Help Wanted
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ALL-STATE SELECTORS LOOK BATESWARD

enty Basketeers
port To DeAngelis
l *n Monk Only

Sigsbee, Lyford,
Nickerson, Look
Like Mainstays

Beliiveau Returns As
Frosh Hoop Mentor

tffshouW Aid

Small Track Squad
Faces Uphill Task
Coach Ray Thompson is again faced
with the unenviable task of trying to
groom a half-sized track squad to
spread lteelf over a full-sired indoor
program this coming winter. As has
been the case in recent years top performers may have to double up and
compete in two or more events. Bob
McLauthlln, whose absence was so
keenly felt by the cross-country team
after he gave up spikes for wings,
will still be missed. The team looks
from here to be the strongest in the
middle distances and the weight
events while the darkest prospects
are in the hurdles and broad jump.

WF9. iwenty eager but, from
hf9® iul of Intercollegiate conv
•""""Sauveiy inexperienced canC
""rted to the new and popSif
l basketball coach, Jimmy
eek ago Monday. Alive of this group, Wally
I, Zip Deidarian '43. Ed
St .« and Al WJgM "43, range
-=: (5tf toot mark, the new men° Mt a bit downhearted

Despite the fact Chat the freshman
basketball schedule doesn't begin for
another month or so, the "squad is out
for dally practice sessions under the
tutelage of Art Beliiveau, who needs
np introduction to Bates students,
since he closed a brilliant athletic
career here just last year.
A formidable schedule will include
such powerful aggregations as Bridgton Academy, Hebron, and Rents
[Lea*
Hill,
all ot whom defeated last year's
C bu pro^pecU.
■43
and
Monk,
the
frosh
five. As a result Artie will have
■.at B°>'an available, appear to to use all his ingenuity to get the
B
1
deu= around which the club best out of bis boys.
Middle Distance!
Quite a few of the boys have star'^ftnued. Both these sharp.
Look Strong
Versatile Ken Lyford has tentasa* considerable action with red on either high school fives or
tively decided to confine his activilive. Doug StantiaL who prep teams, and consequently, they
ties to his two best distances, the
llj points tor last year's may have a slight edge on some of
three
hundred and the six hundred
the
other
candidates
who
lack,
the
win
add
offensive
ntttet,
although it U still possible that he
necessary experience. However, pohe
may run the dash as he did last winL Josselyn '43, who had to with- sitions are wide open for all comers.
ter. Also in the middle distances are
Most squads have a few standout
%n action early last year, is
SHEA '44 have been chosen on all of the more reliable
Minert Thompson '43 and Ike Mabee
performers
and
the
frosh
are
no
exJOHNSON
'43,
GEORGE
PARMENTER
'42,
»nd
JACK
NORM JOHN80N '43, DEL
ie smoothest ball handlers on
'*2. The former is stiU improving and
ception
with
Fred
Barry
and
Jack
All-State
Team*
l^. wd stTovrld be able to use
will
be a definite threat, especially in
.d'oseto six foot frame to advan- Joyce of football fame showing good
the shorter run. The latter should
baU
handling
ability
and
all-around
Bob Cote, another junior, who
have his best year if he starts to
■
fcoofined
his previous basketball smoothness on the court. About equal
click in the manner which he has just
to them is Long-John Whitney and
m at Hates to the intramural
barely missed thus far.
Tony
Drago
with
Trafton
MendaU
■L^' is a scrappy, speedy forward
By JACK STAHLBERGER '43
moving
from
cross-country
to
baskett, keen shooting eye.
Sophomores Hal Hoskins and Steve
j^iors Jack McSherry. returning ball. However, the real squad won't
Bartlett will aid the team gTeatly by
-row after activity in freshman begin to shape up until actual scrimWith the annual plague of "All" may look like a "Oranglan" piece of their presence in tne dash. Hoskins
this game might better be employed
mage
begins.
playing from the stands, it is the fel
By
John
Kobrock
'44
»irar>lty ball his first two years,
in such phases of college work as are teams already descending upon the low who has been blocked, tackled, or had an in and out year as a freshman
All of the candidates up to date in
tfiDriscoll, diminutive intramural
and seems bound to improve If he can
Iuterclass rivalry in basketball In necessarily neglected during fall and gullible reader, it would be far from
run over who can give you a good lengthen his stride. He also broad
and Maiden, Massachusetts' elude: Fred Barry, Jack Joyce, Traf
right
that
this
column
did
nothing
to
the early 1900's was the only com- spring terms".
SUO. experienced 1940 reserve, ton MendalL John Whitney, Kurt
edu to the enlightenment or bewilder- Idea ot the ability of his nemesis.
jumps and runs the low hurdleB.
petition for those men interested in
Lord.
Tony
Drago,
Douglas
Stage,
With this in mind we present the Johnny Sigsbee '42 can be depended
ment, of its readers. Being, however,
ibovs who have played a lot of ball
Hockey Replaces
Pete McGuinnes. Ed Collette, Art the sport. As early as 1902, however,
well acquainted with the variegated Bates "All Opponent" Team tor your upon to pick up points in the dash as
Easketball
m day.
Smith.
Stanton
Lamb,
Bob
Corish,
Cal
approval or disapproval, reminding usual. Norm Tufts '43 is the sole high
the
STUDENT
called
attention
to
the
i addition to tne juniors already
Efforts to draw up scientific rules forms of abuse which are likely to be
Ik-joned, Bill Buker, a jayvee last Jordan, Newell Toothaker and Ronald rising popularity of this winter sport for the sport were begun In 1921. It the reward tor the brain-racking, you that it is not an opus of your hurdler on the squad. He showed defcorrespondent but the judgment of
v seems headed tor plenty of Miller.
to the students and suggested that a was pointed out that basketball was careful calculation, and soul-search- the men who know. At the same time inite improvement last spring and
ing
that
is
required
to
compose
a
should continue to develop. He and
as a guard. Bob MacNeil is
training table tor players be incorpo- ideal for small colleges with limited
we should, and do, thankfully ack- Bruce Park '44 constitute the high
team
of
this
type,
your
reporter
has
toer junior who played last year
resources such as Bates. But in 1922
rated and that faculty and athletes
nowledge the cooperation of Arnold jumping department. Park has done
i led Thomas is out for the team
the sport was crossed off the ledgers been spending uncounted hours trying
Card and the rest of the Boboat grid- five feet eight inches and will do
cooperate
and
arrange
a
schedule
of
to
figure
out
a
way
to
present
an
as an intercollegiate activity. At this
t the first time.
ligher. As was previously stated, Lygames to provide inspiration to the time hockey was holding much of "AH" team without taking too much sters who made It possible.
five men represent last year's frosh
ford's foregoing the broad Jump has
of the responsibility for it
Le
Hasse (Amherst)
Arnold Card, Dave Haines and
players and student body alike. In the limelight in the winter season.
An honorary varsity has been
left a gap that will not be easily
Lt
—
Krajewstl
(Northeastern)
« URocheUe, all members of the
By 1932 the issue again reappeared,
chosen in hockey from those girls 1907, Coach Purinton, advocating the
The answer to my prayer came
filled. Besides Hoskins there will also
Lg
.
Zullo (Tufts)
fed! team, have been figuring
who played during the season. The adoption of the sport for intercolle- stronger than ever and with influen- with unexpected suddenness in the
be "Ace" Howarth '43 who has done
C
Grey
(Northeastern)
fly in recent practice sesvarsity consists of :"Judy" Handy '42, giate competition, wrote: "Basketball tial backers in the personages of past week, when your informer hap
some Jumping before. Marcel Boucher
Rg
B.
Shlro
(Colby)
u. Carl aad Haines are guards.
Coaches Morey and Thompson who pened to mention his predicament to
left wing; "Chippy" Mansfield '43,
•43, laid low last year by an operaRt
Heald (Amherst)
„ has a good shooting eye and right wing; Dorothy Matlack '42, cen- at Bates has been placed upon pro- urged its adoption. The student body
tion, and Bill Crean, a promising
Arnold
Card,
regular
halfback
on
the
|
Re
Mernlck
(Tufts)
bation.
We
have
the
opportunity
to
Bflty of speed. Haines, bothered by
was also in favor of the sport, mainly Bobcat eleven. Arnie volunteeied the
ter forward; Claire Greenleaf '42, left
Pophomore who Is sick at present
Qb
Dlas (Northeastern)
1-...J kaee, relies, on gameness and
either save or kill our best indoor because in the undergrads were sevinner; Muriel Swicker '42, right inwill give Thompson what Is comparainformation that he had consulted the
Lh
Mulroy
(Amherst)
lighting for his success. LaRoner; "Lib" Stafford '42, center half- Kame. The game should be saved as eral eds who were among the leading rest of the squad and had compiled
tively, a bumper crop of two pole
Rh
Harrlaon
(Tufts)
t&i, short in stature, long in speed
back; Sylvia Ttaese '45, right half its Inherent qualities are those which basketeers in N. E. and that fresh an "All-Opponent Team", for his own
vaulters to work with.
Fb
Verrengia (Colby)
led shooting ability, is out for a for- back; Barbara Moore '42, left haltwill assist in developing the organism talent arrived with every incoming amusement, which he would be glad
|nri berth. StanUal and Deering, the back; Eleanor Keene '42, r. halfback:
Nickerson To Concentrate
class. When the other Maine coDeges to let me borrow.
of the normal, virile boy into the best
tier sophomores, have been mentionOn Thousand
were
consulted
both
Maine
and
Colby
Lucille Leonard '42. left fullback, and type of American manhood".
The past few weeks have brought
Qarnet entries In the longer dls
il previously.
would follow the lead of Bates, the
Having given the real reason for numerous honors to the members of
Foster '42, goalie. Substitutes chosen
tance
runs will be few and far beiormer
already
being
well-equipped
our evasiveness in this situation, it Is the Bobcat eleven. Heading the list Is
are: "Terry" Foster '44, Nancy Gould Firat Team
tween. Dave Nickerson will only run
for
the
sport.
Bowdoin,
however,
was
only
proper
that
we
add
another
'43, "Cammie" Glazier '43, and "Fran" In 1908
the placing of Jack Shea, George Par(Continued on page four)
During the fall of 1908. after many too hockey-minded to even touch up- which has since come to mind and menter, Del Johnson, and Norm JohnWalker '44.
on
the
subject
of
another
winter
which sounds a little more intelligent. son on the annual All State Team.
years of consideration, Bates decided
• • •
That is, the idea that if any "A"
to have its first intercollegiate bas- sport
Bowling
and
Modern
Dancing
have
Jewelry and Watch Repairing
teams are compiled, the players are
both attracted unusually large num- ketball team. Due to lack of concen- Game Resumed
the real experts to be consulted.
Close on the heels of this was the
trated
effort
in
the
past,
this
first
bers this season. A change in bowling
After 14 Year*
lllibon street
TWephene M
While It Is all well and good for a mentioning of Shea, Parmenter, HowGarnet
quintet
needed
a
conslderab.e
requirements was decided on to the
The big decision was arrived at in bunch of well-fed, cynical, sports- arth, and the Johnson boya on the
effect that only two strings a week or amount of conditioning and drill on the fall of 1936—Bates was to sponW C
writers to sit in the warm press box All New England squad picked by a
a total of eight strings for the season precision and team-work. The season sor an intercoBeglate basketball
and note a nice play now and then I Providence paper.
was
rather
interesting
because,
alto! will be required at the Women's though the number of games lost squad. The last game having been between sips of coffee, it is the play-'
• • •
Locker Building. This makes the replayed In 1922. The arrangement was er who runs head on into his oppoquirements the same for those bowl- was not outstanding, the scores by that the frosh would have a quintet nent play after play, who can accu
Lastly, we have the extension of
which these games were lost were
B
ing downtown or at the W. L. B.
in '36'37 foUowed by varsity hoop- rately judge his opponent's ability. professional offers to Red Francis by
overwhelming. For instance, Colby
sters in '37-'38. The announcement There comes a certain respect and both the Detroit Lions and the Philadefeated Bates twice. 21-7 and 31-9, as
Several volleyball practices have did University of Maine, 48-8 and came as a distinct surprise to the realization of a man's ability or lack delphia Eagles of the National Pro
been held and class games are start- 22-15 But considering the Inexperi- student advocates who were showing of it after fie has deposited you on fessional League. Several of the other
SffYQUR.lOCM.DE4lfi?
ing this week. There has been a good ence, incomplete organization and ab- a complete lack of interest in their the shiny side of your moleskin boys on the squad were contacted by
Superba food Products turnout but the sophomores need quite sence, loss and change of captains effort to have the sport recognized at trousers a couple of times, or vice- the Eagles but Red Is the only one to
a few more players if they want to the campaign on the whole was com- Bates after strenuously pushing the versa. While a block, tackle, or run receive a couple of offers.
U15 Lincoln St. Lewiston have a team.
issue in former years. The sport filled
paratively satisfactory. One of the op- .n for hockey which had been dropped
• • •
ponents this first year was Edward the previous year because of financial
The WAA Board met In Rand Gym Little High School. But despite draw- reasons. Buck Splnks, popular intrarecently to do some barn dancing. lacks and ever-increasing popularity, mural basketball tutor, was associatSeveral dances were tried and every- there were published objections to ed with the position as coach. Followone had a lot of fun. Barbara Tabor the game and one report in the STUing the innovation of basketball a
1 furnished the music. Another period DENT said: "We would not for a
succession of coaches began, Buck
of dancing is planned to which the moment consider the banishment of had charge for two seasons, Mannj
|°PP. Post Office TeL 1115-M Junior AA Board will be invited.
our other Intercollegiate sports but Mansfield was head tutor for '40-'41
whereas the number of athletes are and as we all know, this year Jimmy
limited we think we are warranted DeAngelis will control the efforts of
in saying that the time now given to
the Bates hoopsters.
.

,.
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Varsity Basketball
Has Checkered Career

SPORT SHOTS

W. A. A. NEWS

|Henry Nolin

a-*
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jlilliken, Tomlinson Co

•s
Wholesale Grocers
|LGA. Supply Depot
and

C00DB^ °%

The taste
that charm* _
and never cloys

Draper's Bakery
54 Ash Street
Pastry Of All Kinds

SMART NEW

SKI SUITS
$14.95 up
Wind Proof-Water Repellent. Also
Parkas, Ski Pants, Caps, Mittens
and Wool Shirts

THE HOME OF TASTY PASTRIES

Plaza Grill
Home of Good Food
Up-to-the-ininute Soda
Fountain. Air-Conditioned
Modern Booths

Glenwood Bakery
Let Us Make Your Party Pastry
10 Park St

TeL 4620

UwMen

Pause ••■
Go refreshed

UNION SQUARE

T. J. Murphy Fur Co.

STERLING
LEWISTON

TEL. 135S

22 Ash Street,
Lewiston
Tel. 2143 - 2144 - 3272
BILL

The College Store

THE BARBER
EDS

Heurr. S-tS—*•

HOOD'S
DELICIOUS K>« CUtf

YOUR BATSS eOLLEO* STORB

and COEOt

Chan Hall •

PRIZE CUPS FOUNTAIN PENS •

Now Being Se« •*

tar

BATES STUDENTS

By Tcwle, Oorham, Lunt, Wallace,
and Read-Barton '
CLOCKS
BILLFOLDS

Expart Watch Repairing

Barnstone-Osgood
Lewlaton

Maine

You'll welcome Ice-cold Coca-Cola just as often and a. surely
Is thLt comes. You taste it, quality, the quality of genume
goodn« "ce-cold Coca-Cola give, you IMS.»«*—?
andnever cloys. You get the feel of complete refreshment,
buoyant refreshmenL Thirst asks nothing more.

eca

lOTTLED UNDE« AUTHOtITt C+ THt COCA-COtA COMfANT BY

You trust its quality
COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS INC.
Auburn Maine
39 Second St.

r

THf tXtt* tTOBlfTf, WEDNESDAY, QgCEMBgfl 3, 1*1_

& FOUR

AT THE THEATRES
EMPIRE
W«d. Thure. PH. Sat.
Dec. 3, 4, 5, «

Fredric March and Martha Scott
in "One Foot in Heaven".
Sun. Mon. Tue«. - Del. 7, 8, 9
Jeanette MacDonald and Brian
Aherne in "Smilln' Through".
AUBURN

Dec. 3 to Dec. 7
"Sergeant York" with
Cooper and June Leslie.

Gary

Dec. 7 to Dec. 10
"New York Town" with Fred
MacMurray and Mary Martin.
DEBATE TRIP

Soph Hop Attenders Make
America First Leader Merry To Wallace's Tunes
Sees Opposition To War Without question, last Saturday
As long as there is the possibility
of his being defeated in Congress,
President Roosevelt will not ask foi
a declaration of war, Senator Gerald
P. Nye, isolationist leader, stated in
an interview after "his broadcast from
Chase Hall last Thursday. Visiting
Lewiston to speak at a rally of the
America First committee, Nye was interviewed over WCOU for 15 minutes by Fred Preble. The broadcast
was preceded by a forty-minute "bull
session" in Chase Hall Lounge in
which the Senator answered queries
posed by student political scientists.
While stategically vague in answering certain questions, there could be
little doubt of the Senator's sincerity.
Senator Nye stated that he felt
'hat eighty to ninety per cent of the
people of the United States were proirolationist and that Congress itself
is against declaring war as is evince!
by the narrow vote by which the repeal of the Neutrality Act wa?
passed. The Immediate problem of the
isolationists is to preserve the fe
remaining legal bulwarks that protc t
our neutrality. Senator Nye said, in
recounting the legal steps towards
war which the administration has
taken.

(Continued from page one)
General Hill excused us from the
tea and we went directly to the
training center where we were dinner
DOROTHY McOUIRE
guests of the officers. Following the
... popular star of John
dinner Charles and I graciously alGolden's hit play'Claudia/"
lowed ourselves to be liquidated at
says Merry Christmas to
Chinese checkers, while Dave nearly
her many friends with the
created an international incident by
cigarette that Satisfies.
beating all the military men at cribbage. Surrounded by people who are
largely influencing popular opinion in
Canada we had had an opportunity
SWITZERLAND
to hear expressed the point of view
(Continued from page two)
we would be speaking to in the eveabout twenty of these merchantmen.
ning contest.
The question is often raised: What
would Switzerland do if it were atAudience Receivea
tacked? It is a fact that Switzerland
Debaters Well
Undaunted, however, we climbed In- has spent a great amount of time and
to tuxes back at the hotel and whip- money for national defense, and that
ped through the center of the city at the Swiss people have shown their
sixty miles per to Memorial Hall at resolution to defend their country to
the University. A large crowd was in the end.
attendance. Chairman for the evening
In case of aggression "from whomlhis year they're saying
was Professor E. A. McCourt of the ever it might be", Switzerland can
Merry Christmas with Chesterfields.
English Department who welcomed us abandon half of its territory to the
and introduced the speakers. Al- enemy. If you look at a man, you will
though we had been confidentially see that a part of the country is a
JTor your friends in the Service
told
before the debate that it was large valley. This Is the rich part of
And for the folks at home
poor taste for the topic to be discuss- Switzerland where many of the big
What better Christmas present
ed on Canadian soil, nevertheless the cities are situated. The army would
Than these beautiful gift cartons
general attitudes discussed seemed to withdraw from this village and take
find favor with the audience. The up positions in the mountains with
Of 10 packs, 3 packs, or 4 tins of 50.
New Brunswick boys, all polished provisions for three years. At the
speakers, argued "that in an endeavor present moment, all bridges, tunnels,
.[Nothing else you can buy
to preserve democracy the United and highways, including the Simplon
Will give more pleasure for the money.
States should actively engage In war tunnel and the St. Bernard, are mined.
against Germany", placing the major These are the only ways of communiemphasis of their case on the word cation between northern Europe and
"Democracy". Third speaker for UNB Italy.
was a Nigerian (Africa) which gave
an added international tinge to the
occasion; known as "Oki" to us,
Okechukwu Ikejiani spoke authoritaTRACK
• y,
Drop Into
tively on British imperialism.
THE QUALITY SHOP
(Continued from page three)
The debate was followed by some
143 College St. • 3 mln. from Campua the thousand this year and he should
war movies, but despite the lateness
Featuring Hamburg Satvjwlchet
be a consistent winner. In fact, there
of the hour we were Invited to anHot Dogs and Toasted Sandwiches is every possibility that he will crack
other coffee at a Professor's home,
Have You Tried Our Sllex ColTeeT
ihe cage record before the end of the
where several charming coeds hapseason. Burt Smith '44 showed well
pily made the affair informal. Charles
Open 7 A. M. to 10:30 P. M.
as a freshman last year and with conwithdrew lo the security of one, lone
tinued improvement he may become
blonde and "his cups", while Dave
one of the best mllers In the state beCOLLEGE STREET
was hauling out all his musty jokes
fore the end of his college career.
and I was trying not too successfully
Cordon Corbett '43, veteran harrier,
to enter the Intellectual glow that
will be the white hope in the two
surrounded tne party. Because of faAll Kind* of Shoe Repairing
mile.
tigue and all that sort of thing we
The weight contingent will be led passed up a beer party that had
67 College Street
Lewlaton
by Sigsbee who Is at his best in the been planned back at the men's resishot and discus. George Parmenter '42 dence and went to bed al two o'clock
will again be throwing the hammer. for the first time in a couple of days.
Jack Shea '44 is still another who has Enjoy Novel
exchanged moleskins for a briefer at- "Beer" Psrty
tire. One of the mainstays of last
Friday morning we toured the city
year's frosh outfit he, like Sigsbee, of Frederickton and after lunch reAT
Full tubular steel, tempered blade,
turns In his top efforts with the shot
newed acquaintances of the night be- chrome tanned split leather upand discus. Others who win be trying
fore at a "beer party" that had been pers, with stitched ankle strap,
to make a lot go a long way are Cliff
240 COURT 8T. . AUBURN
planned for us. Wondering just what riaid cotton flannel lining. Oak
Larrabee '44, Ben Matzilevitch '43 and
this was going to be and what kind bend sole. Sizes 4-9
Pete Hemmenway '44.
of girls we had run into, we were disPossibly the brightest feature of illusioned when it was explained that
the whole track situation is the fact the name Is a slang expression for a
that the relay team promises to be coke session at a campus hangout
THE
one of the best in years. Three of the We spent the afternoon at this juke Low priced, fine tubular steel,
froup that set a new Bates record box dive, much like our own Qual,
brightly nickel plated. Chrome
last winter, even though they were and were so absorbed that we missed
tanned cowhide split leather shoe
defeated, are on hand again. They are a review of C.O.T.C. troops that had
has strong seamed toe and heel
Nickerson, Mabee and Lyford. Each been arranged for us at the Univercups—also special instep strap to
of these men promises to be even city.
support ankles. Cotton plaid linbetter if anything. At present the
ing.
After the informal dance, we ate a
battle for the other spot seems to be delicious last supper and t>oarded the
Main St.,
Lewiston between Thompson and Smith. Here train for home. The trip was spiced
at last Coach Thompson Is faced with by an hour and a half delay at a
the welcome problem of choosing be- small country station and a short
tween two capable performers.
brawl among the waiting people, but Professional looking. Low priced,
OUR CHOICE
the rest of the journey was unevent- correct fitting split cowhide shoe
ful.
has unbreakable hard box toe.
In its totality the pleasure of the Nickle plated steel tubes, blades
excursion was immense due mostly tan and black. .
to the largesse and graciousness of
CHECKER CAB CO.
the people of Fredericlcton, and although one dignitary farewelled us
with "we hope you can come back
Fine Tubular Steel
some time and not have to take the
Fine
Construction Shoe
weakest side in the debate", nevertheless we felt that we had a small
at the
Part in Interpreting the American
Point of view.
Girl's Figure Skates

fo!ToM,
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Its Chesterfield
... it's his cigarette and mine

Milder Better-Tasting
... that's why

7heySaft6fff
Copyrifht 1941, Liccrrr 4 Mi us

TOBACCO CO.

Norris-Hayden
LAUNDRY
AUBURN, ME.

TEL. 2310

Agent
RICHARD HORTON '42

Buy Chesterfields
For your family and friends
Beautifully packed for Christmas.

SEARS
FOR

Ice Skates

SHOE HOSPITAL

A Bates Tradition

GEO. A. ROSS
•AY IT WITH ICE CREAM
ELM STREET
Bate* 1904

Victor &Bluebird
Popular Records

Seavey 's

Men's Ice Skates

B2 LISBON 5t'V LEWI5TON. ME.

YOUR JEWELER

TUFTS
BROTHERS
Printing Specialists
1M KIDDLE ST.

LEWISTOH

Telephone 1710

Purity Restaurant

STECKINO'S
SERVING

might be any American graduate student fighting to decide what he will
think and do in the world today.
Hope, his wife of eight months, is
not a Jew. She has seen, as a missionary's daughter, turmoil in all
parts of the world and now looks forward to settling down in a typical
American town and raising a family
in peace and security.
Renewal Of Faith
In Democratic Ideal

Her gay anticipation slowly fades
as the stories of the passengers are
revealed either directly or through
implication.
As
mental
tension
mounts to physical violence in her
fellow travelers, and her husband
suffers the torture of indecision and
insult, she passes from pity to disbelief, horror, disillusionment, and
finally back again to a renewed faith
in the sanity of her ideal of life.
The action of her husband symbolizes for her and the audience the ultimate Tightness and sanity of the
democratic way of living. The emotions aroused are not hysterical, but
are backed by a clear-eyed reality
that should make "Flight to the
West" thoroughly acceptable to a
college audience.

f

Saybury Robes
$6.98
The darling of the dorm ... atdl
brilliant gift idea. Come In aj
see the Saybury beauties reaijj
for your choosing.

THE FAMOUS

Protect Your Ed

Bass Ski Boot

Central Opt' 1 Co.

Women's and
Men's Models

S3.
and up

E. L, VININQ
Registered Optometrltt
Tel. 839
199 MAIN 8T.

LEWISTONl

Cortell's
For

Men
and

Also See Our
Line Of

Xmas
SLIPPERS

Women

R. W. CLARl
Bates Own Druggist
Reliable-Prompt-Accurate j
Courteous
TEL. 125

Everything
Cheaper Than
At Your Home
Stores.

Cor. Main& Bates

The
Auburn

Fine Meals

Medium Rates

$3.19

Be sure to see us

Taxi Phone 2000

Just a Reminder

$4.59
Girl's Tubular Skates

DINE and DANCE

JOY INN

$4.98

Bates Own Restaurant

High White Shoe

American-Chinese Restaurant

104 MIDDLE 8T
LEW1STON
Where You Get Large Dlnnera

All kinds of Chop Suey to take out

Frangedakis

Per private Parties Call 2564

20 Lisbon St. - Tel. - 1643 - Lewlaton

165 Main St.,

\

INC.
ARTISTIC ME

CLPrincegSon
26-30 Bates St. Lewiston

Lewbtoa Mennme"^
«-10 Bates Street

fforto
Hi**"

Telephone ***

After theTea Dance

Italian & American
Foods

Special Dally Dinner • SB©

News
James P. Murphy

"Hockey Skates

Bring Her Here

EAT AT

CHRISTMAS

ROBINSON PLAYERS
(Continued from page one)

Women's Skates

$3.49

DIJ0OIS

night's Sohp Hop was a complete
success—from the decorations to the
fine brand of Rudy Wallace music. On
hand to greet the some eighty guests
were President and Mrs. C. D. Gray,
Mr. and-Mrs. Harry W. Rowe, Mr.
and Mrs. C. Ray Thompson, Mr. and
Mrs. James DeAngelis, Miss Jane
Styer
and
Blenus
MacDougall
of the class of 'H-

Lewiston

Warren S. Shaw
FILM SHOP
The Best of Films
for Xmaa
82H ASH ST.
LEWISTON

$6.95

"Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Co.

WE HAVE A COMPLETE LINE
OF 8KATE ACCESSORIES

Sears Roebuck & Co.
212 MAIN STREET, LEWISTON

LEWISTON, MAINE
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

